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Fast Facts
Blast Off! Dragsters leave the
starting line with a force nearly five
times stronger than gravity — the
same force an astronaut feels when
launching into outer space!

Find the Top Fuel dragster.

Woah! Slow down!

Whoosh! They reach a speed of
100 miles per hour in less than one
second!
Vroom, vroom! Dragsters reach
speeds above 300 miles per hour
and finish the straight 1000 foot
track in just three to four seconds!

Almost as quickly
as the car starts, it
needs to stop!
After crossing the
finish line, the
driver hits a switch
that does what?

Flames 20 feet high
can spit from the
exhaust pipes!

How does that
help the car
slow down?

How is the driver kept
safe from fire?
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How fast can you spot the
following features?

Dirt Track Race Car

Race cars have fake headlights!
Decals (stickers) are cheaper
and lighter than headlights. If
the car gets bumped, decals
don’t shatter, keeping glass
off the track. Can you find glass

anywhere on the race cars?
Race cars have no doors! Doors

NASCAR Race Car

The driver is surrounded by a roll
cage made of steel tubing. How
does that help keep the
driver safe?
Spoiler alert! Spoilers don’t just

NASCAR Race Car

can fly open and crunch
during accidents.

look cool. They also change
the airflow around the car, and
help push the car down onto
the racetrack. Otherwise, the
car might go flying up into the
air, especially when rounding
tight, high-speed corners!

Compare the tires
on the NASCAR
race cars to the
ones on the dirt
track race car. How

are they different?
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I Spy —
 Race Car Trophies!
Can you find
trophies that
use these
popular
symbols?

TALK ABOUT IT
Have you ever won
a trophy?
What trophy would
you like to win?

What musical
instruments are
used as trophies
at the Nashville
Speedway?

READY, SET, GO!
You saw lots of race cars in the Start
Your Engines exhibit.
When you’re done with this Museum
Discovery Quest, pick-up a free Take It
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and get a miniature race car you can
decorate and play with at home!
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GET A PERKS PASS!
Earn a special prize from the Museum
Store! Pick up a Perks Pass at Visitor
Services and complete three different
Quests (on three different visits)
and earn a special prize from Seasons:
The Museum Store. Pick up your Perks
Pass today!
*No more than one prize can be redeemed in a two-month period.

